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曹謹務覇軍盤

今年の 2 月に筆者は Sayers 氏から EXAFS の

標準化に関するワークショップに参加するよう依

頼を受けた。会議の期間はちょうどフォトンファ

クト 1) ーでの実験に重なっていたが，予定を変更

して出席することにした。ワークショップは EX

AFS の創始者である Stern ， Lytl e および

Sayers の諸氏の提唱によるもので米国ブ、ルックヘブ

ン国立研究所 (NSLS) において 3 月 7 -9 日 iζ

関かれた。ワークショップの表題にある XAFS

(X -Ray Absorption Fine Structure の略)

は EXAFS と XANES を含めた X 線吸収スペク

トルを意味する。その趣旨は最近急速に発展しつ

つある EXAFS " XANES の構造研究手法とし

ての標準化を計り信頼性をより高めようとするも

ので， 7 カ国の研究者 (28名)が骨子となるべき

提案をとりまとめ， 8 月 iζ シアトルで関縫予定の

EXAFS 国際会議で承認を得る乙とになっているO

ワークショップは 1 )実験， 2) データ処理，

3) 理論， 4) データベースの 4 つのサブグルー

プに分れて行われたが筆者は実験サブ、クツレープに

参加した。他のクツレープの作業を謹接知ることは

できなかったが，各サブグノレープは途中経過を頻

繁に報告しあっていたので，全体の流れを比較的

容易に把握できた。実験サブクツレープでは各種

験モード(エネノレギー走査/分散，透過/蛍光/

について問題点を整理した上で9 実験

の信頼性を向上させるためのチェックリストを作

成した。 XAFS の各種実験モードの特徴と測定対

象によってそれぞれ異なる選択基準が簡潔にまと

められている。チェックリストの各項目にはポイ

ントとなる実験条件を整理しである。乙れらは実

験を再現するためのいわば必要条件であり，実験
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一一一電子技術総合研究所大柳宏之

において注意するとともに論文を書く際に乙れら

を言己述しておくことが望ましい。

2 )のデータ処理については ζれまでの EXA

FS による研究論文には構造解析結果の誤差につ

いて記述が欠けていることが指摘された。正しく

結果を評価し信頼性を高めるために，ワークショ

ッブ。で、は誤差評価についての基準を提案する他，

論文に記載すべきデータ解析条件をまとめた。 3)

の理論に関しては 1) ， 2) ほど呉体的ではない

が EXAFS 理論の問題点と位相シフトや散乱振

幅の計算精度を上げるための計算手法に関する提

案がなされている。 4 )のデータベースについて

はデータベースの内容と利用形態についての議論

が活発に行われた。データの所有権の問題，設置

場所p 経費については今後の検討課題であるが，

近い将来，各国の主要SR 施設が分散してデータ

ベースを維持することになるものと思われる。乙

点については国内の研究者の意見を早期にまとめ

ておく必要があるだろう。

今回のワークショップは短い期間ではあったが，

提案をまとめるに際して共通の問題意識があるせ

いか，意見の不一致はほとんどなく実に要領良く

作業が進んだ。なお NSLS の X -1) ングは会

の期間中は長期シャットダウン中であったが

Knotek 氏によればRF，真空，フィードパック系を

大幅に増強したため n全く別のリンググとなった

という。 SR 実険の途中で日本を離れたので時差

ぼけはほとんどなかった。 3 日間の会議の後はさ

すがに疲れたが， な体験であった。ワークシ

ヨップの報告が遅くなってしまったが，報告書の

最終稿は日本語に訳して日本結品学会誌に掲載す

る予定である。
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ii. Data CoIlection Modes 

Dependi口goロ
methods for collect泊g data: 

設atu宣告

放射光第 1 巻第 2 号

路加ples to b尋問easured there are several 

(l)Direct 官ansmissio話出患部む宣告ments can be c紅ried out using two 
schemes. Th怠 original one is 註le scanninl! mod~ where the monochromator crystals 
rotate to incre銘記 step聞by-step the 容器ergy 母 sel窓口弱 photo問。The other method 
uses a combination of a b開tcry銃器i 組辻義 position sensitive detector, which雪 under
high flux conditions a110ws the recording of th母 e口tire XAFS sp偲在日m in a single time 
interval. This is th窃 ener2:V .. disむ色rsive 館。ぉ si関母 diff悶cting angle of the 
impinging photons along th怠 crystal v釘ies conti自習む臼s1y 合om one side of the footprint 
of the beam to the other side. 。関 sho現ld 窓口lphasize that for co目前知t collected solid 
angle世出e two types of mo口ochr羽nators should yield essentially 出母語思立 flux of 
reflected photons. 

(2)The ab5orption process 宣告sults i毘註le cr号ation of 急 hole in a core 
shell. The excited ato盟 and 母 system will rel詩文 either iロ radiative or nonradiative 
ways. For x酬ray fluoresc母nce emission leave5 the excited atom in a lower energy 
excited state, the quant日出 yield is 急ssumed to 館記吉野醐indep朗氏自t嘗 ma.k:ing the 
intensity of the flUOI・escent signa! propo口i∞al to t批 pnm釘y absorption pr∞ess. This 
may also be tru怠 for optical emissio民郡伊ciallyaway 合'Om 出窓忠告ar edge r己記むn.

(3)Non玲diative decay is 急 twφelec釘'On proc母ss曹 one of which, the 
Auger electron, is ejecte丘合om the 号xci総d 針。m. the Auger proces~， the elecぜon
detector is tuned to th母 en釘お， of th母 Auger 怠lectron which is specific to the probe 
atom. Thus, there is no basic difference, i日 pn読むiple 曹 in detecting this process or the 
fluor芭scence yield. The choice of 0口容 sch号館記 with respect to the other h丘s to ta.k:e into 
account: (1) the atomic numb訂 (Z). Low Z 針。ms decay preferentially through the 
Auger elecぜon process; (2) 由記めility to collect electro口s emitted in a large solid 
angle; (3) 出e difficulty in collecting elec官'Ons with g∞d energy selectivity without a 
vacuum; (4) the large probability th批換器 Aug官告lectron will undergo inelastic 
collisionso Because of the relatively shむ口 inelastic mean free path of the ejected 
electron, Auger detection provides a signal speci自c to the near surface region. For 
most cases Auger yield is res出cted to surface investigations. If 出e energy band pass 
of the detector is opened pぽtially (予ぽtial yield) or opened totall y (total vield) the 
signal comes in part 的関 Auger electrons which hav窓口ndergone inelastic collisions. 
In any case，出e electron yield i喜朗容宜野 independ窓口t and t民 me組合ee path is short 50 
that th母 signal ぽises 合om a lay母r which is not 1ぽger than 1000 ﾅ. ﾂs soon as this 
depth is much smaller than the absorptio設 length of the exciting x-ray, the total yield 
intensity is proportional to the p託部紅y c留かhole creation. All the methods using 
decay channels re司自rr容器 step-by岨step coll怠crio札

While the assむmptio自組問ergy independent yield for both electron 
and fluorescent detectio自 methods seems to work well for many c丘ses事 a systematic 
study is required to verify this ぬservati∞。 寺子宮 recommend that further work be 
conducted to understand this 討結atio見 p紅ticul乳r， identifying those situations for 
which the proportionality may 念議k dow詮 woむld b怒号specially helpful to 
expenmenters. 

(ヰ) Othe玄 関od記雲間 as 思 yield 組d relate品紅ea5 such as varlous 
forms of electro諮問釘gy 1055 読re less むom飴む蹟窃玄関G間 specialized and were not 
discussed funher 滋 this
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We now consider the special characteristics of the common detection methods: 
absorption曹 fluorescence and electroロ yield.

a) absorption 

1ssues pe口aining to absorption measurements in the standard step帽by帽
step mode were considered in the section 0設現ser controlled issues. Most of the same 
considerations apply to dispersive mode transmission measurements. There are, 
however昔 some special ch丘racteristics of the dispersive mode. 

1. All data are collected at once雪 hence it opens 出e possibility of 
timゃresolved experiments. The present time resolution which is available is between 
0.003 s and 120 s, according to the dilution and 出e required signal to noise ratio. 
Currently published results for real investigations deal with a time resolution larger 
than 0.2 s. 

2. The quality of the data comes 合om 出e insensitivity to temporal 
f1uctuation of the source and the lack of mechanical movement during data collection, 
which yields in addition a high stability of the energy scale. 

3. The bent Bragg crystal gives an image which is 500μ-wide when 
the 23岨cm long ぽys胞1 is specially designed to get an ellipsoidal shape. Then it is 
possible to work with smal1 s出nples (i.弘雪 high pressure experiments). But the 
homogeneity of 出e energy disなibution within the focus spot is not perfect. This gives 
a vezy high sensitivity to sample thickness inhomogeneity. Powdered samples require 
great care 1n preparano詰.

b) fluorescence 

4. 1t is now well appreciated 出at measuring fluorescence excitatﾏon 
spectra is more efficient 出an conventional 住ansmission experiments: 

a. for dilute systems事

b. when 出e sむnple is too absorbing, a situation which often 
prevails for soft x-ray measurements (e.g. 曹 below 5 Ke V), and, 

c. when it is not possible to prepare samples with enough 
homogeneity for carrying out 官ansmission experiments. 

5. However, one should keep in mind that even though x-ray 
f1uorescence excitation spectra have basically the same structural content as 
ぜansmission spectra the 問lative amplitude of the observed structures 盟諸.b.1 be 
different. There are 説 least two physical r鎚sons for that: 

a. The formulation of the intensity of the fluorescence signal 
is a more or less complicated function of the absorption coefficient at both the energy 
(E) of the incident photons and the energy (EF) of the emitted fluorescence photons. 
Corrections 釘e thus absolutely necess釘y in the case of concentrated or highly 
absorbing sむnples.

b. As m窓口tioned above the 司uantum yield of the 
fluorescence process is usually 間g釘ded as being co日stant over the whole energy range 
of the XAFS spectr払 but there are no reaso口s to believe that this is coπect in the pre輔
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edge region, esp母cially in the cas母 of spec官a recorded i話出器 soft x-ray energy 
range. One has 出erefo認め境保留意mely c鉱'eful 毘 comp紅ing XANES sp母C甘草
recorded i担 different 悶odes at 10税関er島，. 

6. Frむ部品告患xpe討節的tal point view there are a number of 
difficulties which hav窓め b翠 ov訂come:

a. 抗意ctors should cov号r as larg号車 solid angle as is 
possible. 

b. Elastic and inelastic scatt号ring cont丘minating the 
fluorescence signal should be reduced as much as possible. At present, discrimi口組on
between fluorescence and scattered/difをacted photons ぬ自 民ぬ組問d by using Z惜し
2 fil ters, in limi ted 開沼野丸 or by using 畠 l忍rge 釘ray of 釦怠rgy disp訂sive solid state 
detectors. 

c) elec位。n yield 

7. 1話出窓 past el窓口ron yield techni王lues we跨 mainly used i思
SEXAFS 母xperim窓口ts w註ere th母 high surface sensitivity is 設 distinct advantage。
Recently, however, it 詰as been realized th拭 electro設 yield methods 国ay offer some 
distinct advantages for bulk sampl部.怠ctron yield XAFS consists of bi丘sing the 
sample (typically 2ふ100 e V) so that the electrons emitted 合om th母 x-ray absorption 
event can be collected 討議 co毘V号註ient grid or wire(s) 口容紅白容 sample. The electrons 
consist of photoelec佐ons雪 Aロger electrons and pri註larily th母 inelastically scattered 
elec柱。ns. The depth sampled vs 窓口ergy may b母 estimated 合om 出e univers丘1 cぽve of 
electron energy vs depth. Sample energy sel部出n may be 旦chieved by a double grid 
detector 釦d a neg説明 bias 0口 the grid ne約st the s翻ple. Since on念日ay photon 
creates many elec官ons on the s紅nple and the elec官ons with energy greater than the 
frrst ionization potential of 出e ambient g部 create more ioniねtion ， the signal level is 
much higher 出an a typical 日uo宣告scence m儲surement. A low Z fill gas (He or H2) 
creates a constant enV1ro民ment 釦d also minimi玄関也容 absorption of fluorescent x-rays 
in the e-detector. This minimizes the effect of x-問y diffr誌ction from th窃 S丘mple曹 a
problem with single cη'stal s説mples. Some advantages and dis詞vantages are listed: 

a. Advanta2:es 

Mi日im日諮問mple prep丘ratio日 s尋問ples which are 
constant composition all the way to s町f畠，ce ， thickness effect problems have minimum 
effect on spec官a 帽 C設n measure edg器時sonanc母s accurately曹 signal levels are very high事

-102-103 mo持 tha口 other detecto時 th号館ch討中母 S釘nples the top -1000 ﾅ of sぽおce
but 1yi出 energy selection (iム biasing a two grid det伐蹴) selectivity 関ay be 出e top 
-50 A. Instrument鉱ion is very simpl母釦d inexpensiv母 andm勾民 adapted to variety 
of sample configu問tions including th諮問釘母ctio設 tech段i弓ue 0官 民 the gas phase. There 
is reasonable sensirivity to 10 1久 10 15 ato出S 0口 a sロrface. At the 註rinimum it has a 
solid angle of 211: or 411: for 事as ph皐S母 S急mples. No diffractﾎon glitches from single 
crystal samples (i.e., or used 畠s fill gas). 

b. 

physics is 思告ty抗
preferential1y to s盟主fac窓曹 e.g・， CU20 m勾開sily
nonconductive 鈎mples must 境問ade conducting by sm母釘ing ∞

1t 15 se設S1tlV母

む自 surf丘ce Cu; 
foil or placed on 丞
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(4) Use of focusing mirror, and if so mrad used and 
艶なro古舘gle.

(5) Esti開設te ofb鈍m pol紅ization (wheI! applicable). 

b. Energy 

(1) Energy calib主主tion (how determined骨 which f;eature 
used, and what ~nere:v assigned to this feature if 
reference co朗pound is used). 

(2) Energy 持solution (when important, p訂ticularly
for XANES measurem釦ts; if a value is quoted it 
should b母 stated whether it is only spec住ometer
resolution, or if core輔hole effects are taken into 
accou誌に whether FWHM vs HWHM; it is 
recommended to run a common standard and 
compare the achieved specぜum with previously 
estimated values for a "s組ndard specぜum" of 出is
sample). 

(3) Harmonic rejection (method to establish that 
high母r harmonics were eliminated.) 

C. Detectors 

(1) Determination of energy dependence of the 
response function for the 10 ion chamber; if done, 
whether and how a correction was applied. 

(2) Calculation of the number of photons/sec on the 
sample. 

(3) For f1uorescence detectors , give count rate, 
lin母arity check曹 if hardware and/or software 
correction for nonlinearity was applied. 

(4) Type and thickness of filters used with 
fluorescence detectors. 

d. Samole 

(1) Det急ils of sample preparation (whether diluted and 
presse札 mounted on tap母， number of layers of 
tapιwindow and sample cell material for solution 
and proteins曹etc.)

(2) Valu窃s of μx and t:，.μx for sample. 

(3) Suggestion: At the time of the experiment run a 
"blanピ sa出ple， i.e. the s丘me optical d己nsity but 
wi thout the el告ment whose edge is being studied. 
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B. DATAANALYS1S 

むroup L母乳ders: Grant Bunker，紅yl Crozier 
Group 長1embers: Steve C悶mer， Diek Koningsberger, Pi窓口'e Lagarde,Yanjun 
Ma曹 TimMo町iso百世 G悶yson Via 

1t was agreed that th母 b設sic procedures of da鵠却畠lysis aI・e understood. Review 
papers in the literature 畠nd rece蹴 books 0践 x-rayabso中tion spec官'Oscopy provide the 
be ginner with 器 conv釦ie自主 ln位。釦ctio践的出ta analysis methods. (令eg芯.叶曹 T
and J工‘B. Boyce事 Solid St謀総 Physics曹 vol. 37 (1982) 173; D. E. Syaers and B.A. 
Bunker, Chemical Analysis曹 vol.ヲ2 (1988) 211 , Chapter 語論 X守ay Absorption: 
Principles, Applica註ons事 Techni弓u怒S むf EXAFS , SEXAFS雪 and XANES , eds. D. C. 
Koningsberger and R. Prins害工 Wiley 釦d Sons, (1988); B.K. Teo, EXAFS: Basic 
Principles and Data Analysis事 Springer帽Verlag (1986)雪 Inorganic Chemis町， Concepts, 
vol. 9.) 

It was agreed that 誌 weakness in EXAFS publications is the assessment of eπors 
associated with deduced structural parameters. An initial suggestion is given below 
for the estimation of e汀ors ， but it requires further refinement by the EXAFS 
commumty. 

Other topics summanzed i担 this report include a co出立II位lent to compare data 
analysis softw釘弘義 need to conduct further 甘ansferabi1ity tests, some technical 
de凶1s on background removal and no口担alizatioロヲ a list of details to include in 
published work, and a summ紅y of some data 組alysis me出ods.

i. Estimation of Errors 

The eπors i口組 EXAFS experimeロt are both random and systematic. 
R丘ndom errors result from photo目 counting s鵠tistics事 fluctuatioロ in position and 
intensity of 出e x-ray beむ民 and electronic noise. Systematic e立ちrs ∞Cぽ both in data 
acquisition and data analysis. The foロner includes effects such as: degradation of 
samples or standards which are hygroscopic, reactive or susceptible to radiation 
damage; thickness and 予a口icle size effects resulting from harmonics, sample 
inhomogeneity ，組d 1釘ge particles (μ~ 1); leakage of x-rays around the sample and 
scattering; monochromatorαys凶作glitches"; Bragg diffぬction from ice crysta1lites in 
biochemical samples; and nonlinearities in おtectors. The dat認知alysis itself will 
introduce e汀ors due to effects such 器s: errors in spectra of reference compounds 
which occur when the standard and unknown are taken under different experimental 
conditions, e.g. fluorescence/tra自smission/conversion electron/energy resolution; 
incorrect crystallographic foロロ for referenc母 compound; norトtransferability of 
reflとrence amplitude 乳nd phase; and technical errors such as background removal, 
話。口nalizatio九自lter windows 昌官a口sfoロロぽ註facts， and omission of monochromator 
resolution function when comp叡知g theoretic討議mplit日des with experimental data. 

認汀ors should b母母valuated fro部轟品目ctioロal of the g窓口怠ric fo紅白
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v. Summarizin 2' and Presenrin立 Results

The info主盟atio自 co百tent of pロblished pap母rs woむld b母 improved if the 
following were done: 

1. Display 路w data asχ(k) or kχ〈め.

2. State cl窃紅ly procedur関誌sed to remove 
background and to 目。抱lalize 也e dat車。

3. Id怠ntify locatio口量出合間l滋ive to readily distinguishable 
feおぽes inμ(E) (or its derivative). 

4. S臨海 Wl民dow fu臨むtions 邸窓di自主輔sp丞ce 組di設 Eしspacι

5. S tate window 関口g部 (kmin 予 kma瓦 ; Rmin , Rmax) and type of 
window used. 

6. Scale th患ぽdin器開 axlS 0口 the 臨むdulus むf the (thes怠旦re 旦♀g
arbitぽy units). The 註口組患rical 節ag口itude of the Fo盟主ler 設相sfoロnp玄ovides useful 
comparativ母 inform器tion for the re対釘. scaling convention will be suggested 
before XAFS V. 

7 . Include th母 co訂elario自由議官i蒐都議 table to provide an indication 
of the correl丘tion betw関設 fitpara部鋭意rs. public況iOI裕福 which more th乳n one 
system is ex紅nl問ιspace res位ictions of journal will prob亘bly dictate that the 
correlation maぜix 民間Sぜicted め出窓 sin記念 most significant s佐ucture.

vi. Survev _~~=:.....::....:~設Ivsis Methods 

A brief oveれ廿w th詰 most co諮問on data 組乳lysis strategies follows: 

1. Direct Fitting of 丘shell 旦ta i毘芯Spac母 or k-Space 

This 由記thod， which h器s been extensively used by groups i自由e
U.K. , avoids the complexities and pitfalls of Fourier filtering. The data analysis is 
usually done shell岨by岨 shell ， each previo也sly輔自tted shell being included in later frrs. lt 
is profitably done in conjunction with Fouri釘 transforr口組on. Empirical or 

empirically岨modi日ed theoretical phase shifts (the �Of scattering theory) and 
amplitudes must b母 used i設 fitting.(Perutz et. a1. Nature曹 2ヲ5 ，535( 1982)事日急snain，
Life Chem Reports ム273(1987) ， Stra口g母針。 al. JACS 10仇7157(1987)) A full 
statistical check, 0日 the lines suggested 丘bむV民 is included. Fouriεr filte討設g may be 
used as aロ旦id to cons甘沼抗議 stぽting model fo宮 th窓口説know誌 Sぜucture.

2. A臨lysis of Fo留 Filtered Data 

pri日むipal dis畠dvantage of Fourier filtered data is that it is 
necess紅Y to deal wi th th号館S日出g trunc説。自己ffects. is possible to cause such 
distortions to c知cel out to 畠 g∞d approxim剖 by matching window functions 
for the stand訂d and the unknow見 If theo関tical data ar窓口sed， it is desirable to filter 
the theoretical d幻a the s畠抱窃 wayas 出窓口nknむW践 to C組むel ぜunc滋ion effects. 
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a. Ratio MethodlCumulant Expansion 

The ratio m母thod (Stern, Sayers, and Lytle, 1975) is 
beneficial for slightly disordered c∞'rdination shells 出at comprise only a single type 
of atom. A s官ong bene日t of this m怠thod is that事 unlike nonlinear least squares fitting書
there is a single unique minimum曹 because the fitting function is linear in the 
pぽameters. For systems with mむderate disorder歩出e cumulant expansion (G. Bunker, 
1983: Rehr (1983)) provides co汀'ectio自S to the Gaussian approximation. 

Th母 higher order cumulants宮 how母ver， difficult to 
determine uniquely due to p設rameter cむrrelatio孔

b. P紅a盟怠註iz易自民 and Splice Methods 

For shells co位協ining only one type of atom事 but which 

ares位ongly disordered (kcr2: 1) 雪 P乳官邸主le官ization of the radial dis世ibution function and 
nonlinear least s中ares fitting 出品yb窓口seful. Alternatively 出e splice method may be 
used. The splice method repl丘ces the low k data, which often is unavailable for 
analysis because of multiple scattering and oth訂 effects， with a設 ex廿apolation using 
出e cumulant expansion. All dis官ibutions 出ve a G釦ssian Debye Waller factor at 
sufficiently low k. Higher order cumulants b部G臨e important at high k, and this 
cumulant expansion has a know自!会保持ndenc母 that is matched to the filtered data. 
The whole function then can b母 lnv窓口ed usﾍn g the si間 Fourier ぜansform to give an 
estimate of the radial dis出burio目白nction.

c. Nonli日ear Least Squ乳res Fit註ng

Wh窓口 mor母 than one type of atom is contained in a 
coordination shell it is most appropriate to perform nonlinear least squ訂es fitting to 
the filtered data. This is 出e most general 釦d commonly used approach for filtered kｭ
space data. When fitting曹 C紅emむst be taken to locate the global minimum because 
of the presence of multiple local minima. lt is also appropriate to 臼t the R輔space
data. Transform artifacts can be minimized by creating 出e 出odel function in k-space 
組d then Fourier transfonning it under 出e identical conditions to the data. 1n fitting 
one can minimize the residual sum of squares of the difference between the real and 
imaginary p訂ts of 出e transおrms of the model and data. 

general it would be advantageous to use both k -space 
andR輔space fitting procedures. They sample the par紅即時r space in different ways 
and thus can be used to avoid false local minima. 1n the ideal case, the two fits 
should converge to the s紅白詑 set of paramet怠路事 but usually will no1. They can be used 
to assess the eπor bounds to 民 ass∞iated with the parameters. 

d. Oth母玄関ethods

(1) Estim晶tion of disぬnces from inspection of Fourier 
transformed spec官a in r-space is problemぉic and is discouraged. Peak: positions may 
be influenced by the weighting of nonlinear ph急ses and possible asymmetric 
disぜibutions事 and th怠refore th母 pe急匙 position dむ告S 践むt ref1ect onl y the average 
distance. The detection of asymr也記官ic effects is often best done in k-space. 
Similarly, coordination numb訂s generally ca自民ot 境問liably obtained from Fourier 
官印sfoロn peak: heights. 
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calculations. These represent an improvement in accuracy over 出e Teo and Lee 
tables which w訂'e based 0路 the plane wave 畠pproxim拭ion and would be used in 出e
same way. We propos器 publishi設g thes怒 for perhaps three interatomic distances 
(including R=汽 corresponding to Teo and Lee) and for two different environments, 
one closゃpacked and ∞記 op窓口予 知 show the level of chemical effects (non帽
transferability) 論 scattering factors. Such tables already exist (McKalelKnapp) but 
we feel 出at a set agreed up∞ by all m丘jor laboratories, based on the best scattering 
potentials available and ext窓口sively tested against standard compounds would be more 
geロerally 丘cc器pted. They would include such non-s甘ucture parameters as me組合ee
path and shakかむp， shake-off consta毘ts.

2. Potentials 

We feel th畠t the calculation of good scattering parameters 
requires the us怠 of the M急ttheiss prescription of overlapping charge densities rather 
than free atom ch紅g郎事 with energy帽dependent exchange potentials of the Hedirト
Lundquist type (Lee and B窓口i) or al時間atively with an energy四dependent H出羽岨Dirac
(real) potential and a const制 imaginary part given by experience. Core hole 
lifetim己s and possible instrumental effects should be included by means of an 
additional constant imaginary 窓口ergy part of the photoelectron energy (or 
equivalently普 of the potential). In the future we hope that full self叫consistent
potentials will become the standard. In order to fix 出号、ero" potential, i.e., the Eo 
parameter which 持fers 出器 edge to the muffin-tin zero, we may either treat it as a 
fitting parameter in the m勾or codes or determine it by aligning the phase of the 
theoretical f(はぷ) plus tl略的i帥g atom phase to that of 組 experimental spectrum 
合om a standard. order to allow for small differences in distance we suggest 

comparing 2kR+争 for the two 組dv紅ying Eo (and hence k) until the difference is zero 
when extrapolated to k=O. 

To describe the emitting atom potential (which will also be 
tabulated) w己 recommend th患 use of full y relaxed Z+ 1 wave functions wi th a core 
hole present, the total occupancy being that of a neutral atom. Again, we hope that 
self.咽consistent relativistic atomiむ codes wiU 民 available in the future. Dynamic and 
many幽body effects (shake-up, shake惜off， or S02) (Chou曹 Rehr， Stern, Davidson, 1987) 
willb母 tabulated in the foロn of emp廿ical values which are slowly vぽying with Z. In 
出e fu組問出ese effects may be calcul油le (Lu and Rehr, 1988). 

3. 説bye岨Waller F actors 

The DebyかWaller factor o'j2(T) which is under the assumption of 
Gaussian peak shapes in the RDF should be fitted for 怠畠♀11 shell. In multiple 

scattering paths th怠 plan母 wav母 foロロ0'2(1 岨cos q) where 号 is th母 scattering angle is 
sufficiently accurate to b母 of practical use. The asymmeぜic corrections or higher 

moments 0'3 乳nd 0'，ヰ (especially 0'3 which describ母s the thermal expansion) should also 
be included in th母 fits if they prove to be necess紅y.

order to provide a generally 畠cceptable set of f(丸k，R) we 
propos母 that each of the three or four 部ajor data analysis codes should be run for a set 
of good experir祖母部al spectra f旨om samples which give a good spread across the 
periodic table so that consist窓口t values be 抽出n付加d checked. We propose using: 
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ii. theorv of XANES 

The g母毘eral state of the theory of XANES is む口e of much less 
development than is th窓 cas思 with EXAFS. The level of agreement between 出eory
and experiment is uncertain and much mo時 work n怠eds to be done: this is 
p訂ticularly the case for en母rgi母s within abo日t 20 e V of the edge. 

官le e毘ergy origin Eo is g窓口容認l1y give設立orrectly only with th窓口se of 
energy-dep怠ndent poten註als (HedirトLund弓uist exchange or something simil紅). With 
也e use of these the relative separatio自 of peaks i口 the XANES is given reasonably 
accurately but the prediction of amplitudes and 目的shapes is poor. Structural 
information on unknown m鉱erials c品目 at present 0誼ly be obt丘ined after accなrate
compぽisons between theory and experiment on sta誠ards. Th母 sensitivity of XANES 
to sぜucture is such that different symme官ies IIJay b患 simply distinguished and 
distortions 0註 1st shell distances o{ about 0.2 ﾅ "can曹 at p間関ntヲ be iden tified. 
XANES spectra also co思tai日現seful infoロ瑚tio日 O盟問。開 distant shells, to a greater 
distance than EXAFS d関ぬ the long号r elecぜon m鎚n free path at low energies 
although this 田昌y be limited by the fini出￠貯やhole lifetime. Theoretical 
developments 拭 present in testing (R己hr， Bianconi) promise major improvements in 
accuracy. 

There are at present several 誌pproach母S to XANES theory. The most 
comprehensive, and the most co註lple丸紅e tl時期急ロy埴electrむ註 qu註ntum chemisぜy
codes based on cluster calcul国ioロs. The 0口容暗号lec註むn approaches are all eq日ivalení， if 
carried to full convergenceラ急nd 出e choice between them is a matter of convenience 
and speed. The main one-elec柱。n theories , all of which are cap乳ble of giving 
structural info口百丘丘0丸紅.e the multiple scattering EXAFS codes involving a sum over 
scattering pa邸 (Rehr) an品 the cluster multiple噛scattering program (PendyJDurham). 
These theories all have structural sensitivities at 出e levels noted above. 

We are fairly cl母乳r as to the directions iロ which XANES theory should 
develop in order to satisfy the needs of 出e community. Most of these relate to the 
calculation of the potential: all of the points mentioned i自由is context in the EXAFS 
section appl y to XANES and are generall y ev組問ore important 帽出is is particularly 
甘ue of the energy dependence of the 予otential and of dynamic effects. There is also 
much work to be done i自 determining the structural sensitivity and the range of 
interatomic distances of imponおlce in XANES. 

D. EXAFSSTANDARDSDATABASE 

Group Leaders: Tony Cox おld B関心c Bunker 
Group Memb釘s:Tim Elぉn.， S紅nar Hasnai民 Dale Say官事官 Geoff Woolery 

i. 0velView 

The purpose of the dat乳base is tむ弘.cilitate exchange of: 

1. Reference spec討議

2. Published spectra 

3. Th的関tical p hases官邸nplit凶部組d po鵠ntials
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4. Software for theoretical calculations雪組alysis曹 data acquisition 
釦d documentation 

The advantages of this database are to allow the access and monitoring 
of 出e quality of EXAFS data and software曹 to facilitate cross岨checks between groups, 
provide corroboration of reference data曹 and to minimize the duplication of effort. 

ii. Contents of Database fSoecific_sJ 

Ensuring that the database only contains work of the highest quality 
would, in our opinion, involve a considerable amount of work in both verification of 
results, and testing of programs and theoretical expressions. Therefore, we propose 
出at 出e practicable implementation would be reliant upon the 'bona fide' con官ibutions
of the EXAFS commu凶ty雪 with minimal 'policing' of the information contents. It 
would be 出e responsibility of the end-users of 出e database information to ensure that 
they were using data 合om reliable sources. However, for items to be included in the 
database, we should insist upon a minimum standard of documentation as detailed 
below. 

Each item entered into the database would have a 'comments' en甘y，
which would permit the enφusers to repo口 observations on the quality and 
applicability of the data and software to their individual needs. Items that 
subsequently turned out to be inaccurate or misleading could then be deleted, using 
essentially a 'peer review'. 

It is suggested 出at apart 合om the formal peer review process，出at en廿y
and access of infoロnation to 由記 database should esseI?-tially mirror the procedures for 
scientific ~journal publication. For instance曹 if data from the database is used in a 
publication, permission should be sought from the original contributor. We propose 
no limitations on access to the database, although a small 'subscription charge' might 
be necessary to provide funding for the maintenance of the database. 

1. Reference Compounds 

Reference compounds are compounds of known structure, that 
can be used as an aid to EXAFS analysis, and to provide corroboration of other 
experimental results. 

The database en官ies will consist of the following information: 

a. EXAFS raw (unprocessed) data, ideally with additional 
data channels 出at record absorption from a reference channel for calibration, and an 
indication of harmonic contamination. 

b. The authorship and contact addresses of the 
expenmenters. 

c. Infonnation concerning the s官ucture and supplier of the 
sample, which should include whether the s官uc知re of the s盆mple was confinned by x帽
ray powder diffractome句人
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cen官al reposito勾， to 出e regional center丸邸主ppropriate time intervals. Additional 
information to be included in the d部abase would be sent directly from EXAFS 
contributors to the regional centers for forwarding to the cen官al repository. The 
regional centers would not add these con釘ibutions directly to 出eir own database，出us
ensuring that the various database copies around the world ref1ect the same 
information. 

Experience with existing databases suggests 出品t the likely manpower 
requirements to service such a faciity would be approximately the equivalent of one 
full time database adminis官ator/programmer. There wむuld be a considerable -initial 
manpower investment, required to set up communica包ons software to implement bo出
local (regional) access, and the transfer of data between the central repository and the 
l∞al centers. We estimate this initial time investment could approach 2-5 manヴe紅S
for the central facility曹 and probably around 1 maIトmonth at each of the regional 
centers. 

iv. 0ther Recommendations/Ouestions for Further Discussion 

1. That we establish a standing committee for the implementation 
of these ideas. A natural starting point for 出is would be 出e International Conference 
onX岬ray Absorption Fine S truc即時(XAFS V). 

2. Considerable experience in the maintenance and dis町ibution of 
other scientific data (such as 出e crystallographic database) would be useful for the 
detailed formulation of the scope and structure of the EXAFS database. We 
recommend that 出is expertise be 'tapp思d'.

3. We had discussions about varlous legal implications of including 
data into publically accessible databases. While probably not an issue for university 
users, there may be implications for indusぜial 釦d governmental users. We have no 
background to exp組d upon 出is question in detail曹 but feel it should be considered at 
an earl y stage. 


